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Abstract
This thesis seeks to highlight the importance of work-life balance to our mental health. By
experiencing an imbalanced life from the first-person view, this thesis focuses on using an
abstract visual style to present the character’s inner world and the desperation for relaxation.
Keywords: Life balance, Mental, Motion Graphic
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Problem Statement
For many people, leisure is a negative phrase that is often associated with laziness. So they often
occupy themselves with consecutive schedules and fully-packed workloads. When someday they
are extremely busy and fail in catching up with their tight schedules, they will come through
stress, frustration, and pressures. Meanwhile, their body is showing signs of tiredness and
eagerness for relaxation, leading to decreasing productivity and focus. The worst case is they are
trapped in a negative feedback loop, blaming themselves for the low efficiency. However, in fact,
they neglect the importance of leisure time and balance in our lives.
Psychological study (Zawadzki, Smyth and Costigan, 2015) has already shown that taking leisure
time brings benefits to our body physically and mentally. It allows us to step back and reconnect
to our body and mind, to cope with our problems with better tools and performance. (The
Importance of Making Time for Leisure, 2021)

Solution Statement
Storytelling is a powerful tool to create empathy and attraction (Summary of Neil Gaiman’s
Masterclass on the Art of Storytelling, 2021). A short narrative animation was selected as the
medium to present what the body and mind want underneath a character’s busy life. It focuses
on illustrating a character’s unconscious world when she gets five minutes of relaxation in a
bathtub by juxtaposing it with the mechanical, dull work life. The title "Underwater" refers to
the leisure time in our life, it seeks to highlight the importance of work-life balance to our
mental health. By experiencing an imbalanced life from the first-person view, this piece focuses
on using an abstract visual style to present the character’s inner world and the desperation for
relaxation.

Approaches and outcomes
Before production, the storyline and main settings were designed and defined. The first-person
point of view was selected to share the main character's (both external and internal) experience
with audiences (Watch: The Art of the POV — The Best POV Shots of All Time, 2021), which also
plays down the attention on the character's personality, and diminishes any potential
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distractions on the settings (Glatch, 2021). This design decision seeks to provoke empathy and
reflection in audiences themselves. Metaphors are largely used in this design (The value of
metaphors or “Why it helps to tell a different story, 2021). A lamb in the flock, a processed can in
an industrial factory, an endless tunnel with pendulum-like obstacles. All these imageries
symbolize the character's suffering, dreary and mechanical life, creating a distinct contrast with
the later scenes when she frees herself in the water, where organic shapes and objects like
landscape, flowers, stars, and sky are depicted.
During production, Colors and vibes also play an important role in driving the narrative. Not
only an aesthetic choice but also reflect the mental status change of the main character. In the
opening and ending, she's surrounded by a monochrome palette, as she frees herself in the
bathtub, the world around her becomes more vibrant, leading towards more saturated colors
(see fig. 1). In terms of vibes, the movements are designed to abstractly illustrate the energetic
inner world through organic, waved movements.

Figure 1. Color reflects the mental status change of the main character
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After Effects is the main tool used in most scenes and composite the final video. Besides, Cinema
4D is used to help speed up workflow, define the spatial relationships of the objects. The
frame-by-frame technique is for creating a unique liquid-style animation (see fig. 2).
Professional works were used as references to design specific motions and transitions. (Baths
(Łaźnia), 2021, BBC Winter Olympics - The Fearless are Here, 2021, Every U Does Good - The
Line Animation, 2021)

Figure 2. The frame-by-frame technique used for a liquid-style animation

Conclusion
“Underwater” seeks to send a message to people who are afraid of killing their free time with
leisure activities and overloading themselves with work and tasks. Through visualizing the inner
needs of a character in a fast-paced machinery life, the film strives to illustrate the importance of
a work-life balance, reminding people to slow down and reconnect themselves with their true
emotions.
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To immerse audiences into the main character’s world, a first-person point of view is used
throughout the entire film. Imageries are used to visualize a person’s unconscious world
abstractly. Color and vibe shifts further exaggerate the contrast between the inner needs and
reality.
For example, when the main character suffers from the stress from endlessly catching up with
schedules, in her unconscious world, she finds herself as a lamb in the flock (see fig. 3), lost her
independence and self. Then she transforms into canned meat produced by industrial
streamline (see fig. 4), symbolizing she becomes a working machine in the real world. After she
releases herself during the bath, color, vibe and imagery are all dramatically changed. The film
shifts from black and white to high-saturated, vibrant colors. Different imageries such as fish
swimming freely in the water, a swing symbolizing a childhood full of happiness (see fig. 5), a
butterfly rising from a sun representing dream and hope, etc (see fig. 6).

Figure 3. The character finds herself as a lamb in the flock

Figure 4. The character transforms into canned meat produced by industrial streamline
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Figure 5. A swing symbolizes a childhood full of happiness

Figure 6. A butterfly rising from a sun represents dream and hope

The clock or clock-related elements like timer or pendulum as threads connecting scenes into
one piece (see fig. 7). In the end, the character is woken up by alarm and pulled back to the real
world again, leaving a blank for audiences to think about what she, but also themselves, should
do next.

Figure 6. Clock or clock-related elements as threads connecting scenes into one piece
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Appendix C: A full-page screen capture of the Thesis website
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